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Abstract. The main process in the formation of Decision Tree C4.5 is the separation of 
attributes. However, the attribute separation procedure in C4.5 still cannot optimize 
prediction accuracy in decision tree formation because unwanted features can lead to noisy 
data and less relevant features, which in turn can result in very large decision tree sizes 
(overfitting). As a result, the data becomes unbalanced and the classification accuracy of 
the Decision Tree C4.5 model becomes lower. To improve the accuracy of the 
classification process, attribute reduction is performed as a technique to simplify less 
relevant attributes. Therefore, forward selection is proposed as an attribute reduction 
method to produce mutually uncorrelated features, which are then used in Decision Tree 
C4.5 for classification. This study used datasets from the UCI Machine Learning 
Repository and Kaggle.com namely Diabetic Retinopathy Debrecen and South German 
Credit. Debrecen's Diabetic Retinopathy consists of 1,151 data records with 20 attributes, 
while South German Credit consists of 1000 data records with 20 attributes. Evaluation of 
classification performance is carried out based on the calculation of the Confusion Matrix. 
The test results showed that the proposed method was able to increase classification 
accuracy by 7.68%. Therefore, forward selection is considered an effective technique in 
reducing attributes and improving classification accuracy in Decision Tree C4.5 
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1   Introduction 

Decision trees are one of the most popular machine learning algorithms, dividing data 
repeatedly to form classes or groups [1]. Decision tree as a classification method is very 
effective [2], where classification tasks are modeling with a set of hierarchical decisions on 
feature variables in the form of a tree [3]. Classification algorithms in the decision tree include 
ID3, C4.5, and CART [4]. The research in this paper uses a C4.5 decision tree. In C4.5 the 
decision tree uses the concept of entropy of classification information, using the separation 
criterion Improved Iterative Dichotomi 3 (ID3) called Gain Ratio [5]. In the research of 
Hasdyna, et al [6] used Gain Ratio in reducing attributes to improve the performance of the 
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K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm. In the C4.5 method using Gain Ratio (GR), where the 
attribute with the highest gain is chosen as root. 
 
The decision tree classification method can go wrong if it is overfitting or the data is too 
noisy. Unnecessary nodes generate noisy data and attributes with low correlation. This leads 
to overfitting in the decision tree. Overfitting makes the classifier decrease in accuracy due 
to failure to properly generalize unseen instances [7].  For this, it is necessary to pruning [2]. 
Pruning is the process of cutting or removing unwanted nodes and branches, overfitting the 
decision tree [8].  
 
There is research to eliminate variables (attributes) irrelevant to partial least squares regression 
models using forward selection [9]. Selection of attribute variables to produce a simple, robust 
and easily interpretable model against the selected data set. On a study [10], Selection or 
selection of attributes applied to the classification of heart disease. The researcher used K-
Nearest Neighbor and the Forward Selection attribute selection method, resulting in a precision 
value of 78.66%. Research results by [10] obtained an increase compared to the precision value 
without Forward Selection of 73.44%. With the results of this study, the K-Nearest Neighbor 
algorithm using Forward Selection can increase the accuracy value. 
 
The method for attribute reduction Forward Selection is a stepwise regression method that starts 
by adding variables one by one based on which variables are most statistically relevant and 
which will eliminate extraneous or irrelevant variables one by one statistically [11]. Each 
process considers statistical consequences using criteria determined from the standard 
estimation of coefficients.  Previously, the data normalization process was carried out using the 
min-max method to avoid large value weights that could complicate the computational process 
in the test program. Min-Max normalization is the simplest method based on rescaling the range 
of feature values to a scale of [0,1] or [-1,1] [12]. 

2   Research Methods 

2.1 Stages of Research 
 
The following contains the stages of research (Figure 1) along with their explanations. 

 
Fig. 1. Stages of research conducted by researchers. 

 



 

 
 
 
 

Dataset 
The data used in this study consisted of two (2) datasets. lThe lfirst ldataset lwas lDebrecen's 
Diabetic lRetinopathy (http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml). lThis ldata lis lpredictive ldata lfor lmedical 
testing ltested lon lpatients lsuspected lof lbeing laffected lby lDiabetic lRetinopathy. lThe lnumber 
of lattributes lis l20 lattributes, lwith lthe lnumber lof ldata lrecords lis l1151 lrecords land lconsists 
of l2 lattribute lclasses. lThe lsecond ldataset lused lis lthe ldataset lobtained lfrom lKaggle.com, 
namely South Germany Credit which is a credit application dataset. lThe lnumber lof ldata 
records lin lthe ldata lset is 1000 data records with the number of data attributes, namely 20 
attributes and 1 output attribute with 2 attribute classes. The following data on Cervical Cancer 
and South German Credit used are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Dataset used 

Dataset Dataset Type Number of Attributes Number of Data Records 

Diabetic Retinopathy Debren 
South German Credit 

Multivariate 
Multivariate 

20 
20 

1.151 
1.000 

 
Data Normalization 
Data normalization aims to remove any more invalid data before proceeding to the next step 
[13]. Normalize data lusing lthe lMinl-lMax lmethod lwith lthe lfollowing lformula [14]: 

("#$#%&'()∗(+,-&#.%+,-&'()
(&#.%&'()

+𝑁𝑒𝑤𝑀𝑖𝑛   (1) 

Decision Tree C4.5 
Decision lTree lC4.5 lto lform la ldecision ltree lwhich lis la lvery lpowerful lclassification land 
prediction lmethod [15]. lThe ldecision ltree lmethod ltransforms lvery llarge lfacts linto ldecision 
trees lthat lrepresent lrules lthat lcan lbe leasily lunderstood. lThe lstages lin lDecision lTree lC4.5, 
namely [16]:  

a. Calculates lthe lEntropy lvalue lof leach lattribute:   
𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦	(𝑆) = ∑ −(

'/0 𝑝𝑖 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔1𝑝𝑖    (2) 

b. Calculate lthe lvalue lof lInformation lGain lon leach lattribute:  

𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑜𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛	(𝑆, 𝐴) = 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦	(𝑆) − ∑ |3!|
|3|

(
'/0 × 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑆')  (3) 

c. Calculate lthe lSplit lInformation lvalue lfor leach lattribute:   

𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑜4(𝐷) = −∑ 5""5
|"|

× 𝑙𝑜𝑔1 @
""
"
A6

7/0    (4) 

d. Calculates lthe lGain lRatio lvalue lfor leach lattribute:  

𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜	(𝐴) = 8(9:;#'(	(4)
3=>'$8(9:	(4)

     (5) 

e. The lattribute lhas lthe lhighest lGain lRatio lselected lto lbe la lmeasure (splitting lattribute) land 
attribute lthat lhas la lGain lRatio lvalue lthat lis llower lthan lroot (root) lselected lto lbranch,  



 

 
 
 
 

f. Calculate lthe lvalue lof lGain lRatio leach lattribute lwith lexclude lattribute lselected lto lbe 
root lin lprevious lstage, 

g. The lattribute lthat lhas lthe lhighest lGain lRatio lis lchosen lto lbe lbranches. lRepeat lsteps l4 
and l5 luntil lthe lresulting lvalue lis lGain l= l0 lfor lall lremaining lattributes. 

 
Forward Selection 
One of the lmany lattribute lreduction lprocesses lthat linvolves lan lempty lset lof attributes that 
lneed lto lbe lchanged lis lForward lSelection [17]. lThen, leach lattribute lis levaluated individually, 
land lthe lbest lattribute lis lselected lwith lthe lhighest lpossible lamplification. lThen, proceed lto 
lthe lnext literation lof ltesting lcontinuously land lstop luntil lthe ltested lattribute ldoes not lhave la 
lsignificant limpact lon laccuracy [18]. lForward lSelection lis lformulated las lfollows [19]: 

a. Determining the initial model. 
𝑦C = 𝑏?     (6) 

Input variable response lwith leach lpredictor lvariable, e.g. X1, X2, .... Xn lis lrelated to y. 
Suppose lX1 lso lthat lform la lmodel: 

𝑦C = 𝑏? + 𝑏0𝑋0    (7) 

b. Test F against the first selected variable provided that if Fcalculate l< lFtable lthen lthe 
selected lvariable lis ldeleted land lthe lprocess lstops. If Fcalculate > lFtable, lthen lthe lselected 
variable lhas la lreal linfluence lon lthe lvariable lrelated lto ly lso lthat lit ldeserves lto lbe ltaken 
into laccount lin lthe lmodel. 

𝑦C = 𝑏? + 𝑏0𝑋0 + 𝑏1𝑋1    (8) 

Test F, f Fcalculate < Ftabel, lthen lthe lprocess lis lstopped land lthe lbest lmodel lis lthe 
previous lmodel. lHowever, lif lFhtung > Ftable, lthe lfree lvariable ldeserves lto lbe lincluded 
in lthe lmodel. lThe lprocess lwill lend lif lthere lare lno lmore lvariables lleft lthat lcan lbe inserted 
into lthe lmodel. 

Stratified Sampling 
Stratified sampling is a technique of sampling by tracking that takes into account the levels 
(strata) in a population [20]. lThe ldataset ltested lis lfirst lbroken ldown linto lseparate llayers 
and lthen lsampled lby ltracking lbased lon lthe llayer lthat lhas lbeen lcreated. lThe lstages lof 
stratified lsampling lare las lfollows [21]: 
a. First ldivide the population N into subpopulations consisting of elements N1, N2, N3, ..., 

NL.  
b. Thus, pepper cannot overlap between subpopulations, so N1 + N2 + N3 + ⋯ + NL = N.  
c. Finally, lsamples lare ltaken lby ltracking leach lsubpopulation lby ldistributing lthe lsamples 

proportionally.  

Before sampling, it is important to determine lthe lsample lsize. lThe lsample ltaken lshould reflect 
lthe loverall lsituation. lThere lare lseveral lways lto ldetermine lthe lsample lsize. lOne lof Slovin's 
ltheories lthat lis lmost lwidely lapplied land lused lis ldescribed lby lthe lfollowing formula: 

𝑛 = +
0@+,#

     (9) 

Information:  
n   = lLarge lsample 
N   = lSize lof lpopulation 



 

 
 
 
 

e  = lPrecision lvalue 
 
2.2 Data Classification Performance Measurement 

Cross Validation 
Cross Validation is the process of converting a set of data into a set of subsets with the same 
size. A subset of each used for testing and training data. As a result, each data has the same 
opportunity for ltraining land ltesting ldata. Cross Validation is used to correct the wrong data 
testing results. 10-Fold Cross-Validation will reduce testing by 10 times, and the result will be a 
percentage of 10 tests [22].  

Confusion Matrix 
In lmeasuring lthe lresults lof lclassification lperformance in line research lcarried lout by testing 
lConfusion lMatrix lto lobtain lthe lresults lof lAccuracy, lPrecision, lRecall and lF1-Score and also 
to analyses the quality of the classifier in recognizing different classes [23]. Table Confusion 
lMatrix lcan lbe lseen lin lTable l2. 

Table 2. Table of confusion matrix 

lActual lClass lAssigned lClass 
Positive Negative 

Positive 
Negative 

lTrue lPositivel 
lFalse lPositivel 

lFalse lNegativel 
lTrue llNegative 

lThe lTrue lPositive land lTrue lNegative lare lactual lconditions lwhere lthe lpredicted lresults 
correspond lto lthe lactual lconditions lthat loccur. lWhile lFalse lPositive land lFalse lNegative lare 
conditions lin lwhich lthe lresults lof lprediction ldo lnot lcorrespond lto lthe lactual lconditions. Then 
to lcalculate lthe lvalue lAccuracy, lprecision, lrecall land lf-1 lscore lcan lbe lcalculated lusing lthe 
formula: 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = AB@C+
AB@A+@CB@C+

    (10) 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 	 AB
AB@C+

     (11) 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = AB@A+
AB@CB

     (12) 

𝐹1 − 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2 × D,E#>>×BG,E'H':(
D,E#>>@BG,E'H':(

    (13) 
 

3.  Result and Discussion 
 
3.1 Initial Data Processing 



 

 
 
 
 

Based on the collected data, there is no need for data integration, because the storage place used 
only contains data from one specific storage place, so no further data integration is needed. 
However, the data normalization process must still be carried out. This is due to the possibility 
of inaccurate data or missing numbers in the data that has been collected. lThe lresults lof ldata 
normalization lcan lbe lseen lin ltable l3 land ltable l4 lbelow: 

Table 3. Diabetic retinopathy debrecen normalization results 

No. X1 X2 X3 X4 ..... X19 Class 
1 0.0 0.205 1.0 0.2 ..... 1.0 lClass 0 
2 0.0 0.073 1.0 0.0 ..... 1.0 lClass 0 
3 0.333 0.117 0.5 0.9 ..... 1.0 lClass 1 
4 0.0 0.117 1.0 0.0 ..... 0.0 lClass 0 
5 0.0 0.117 1.0 0.0 ..... 0.0 lClass 1 
6 0.0 0.088 1.0 0.0 ..... 0.0 lClass 1 
7 0.0 0.058 1.0 0.0 ..... 0.0 lClass 1 
8 0.0 0.029 1.0 0.0 ..... 0.0 lClass 0 
9 1.0 0.205 1.0 0.3 ..... 1.0 lClass 1 
10 0.333 0.294 0.5 0.3 ..... 1.0 lClass 1 
11 0.0 0.102 1.0 0.0 ..... 1.0 lClass 0 
12 0.0 0.382 1.0 0.1 ..... 1.0 lClass 0 
13 0.0 0.029 1.0 0.3 ..... 1.0 lClass 1 
14 0.333 0.647 0.75 1.0 ..... 1.0 lClass 1 
15 0.0 0.205 0.5 0.3 ..... 1.0 lClass 0 
16 0.0 0.029 0.5 0.3 ..... 1.0 lClass 0 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 

⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 

⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 

⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 

⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 

⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 

⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 

⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 

1150 1 1 39 36 ..... 1 lClass 1 
1151 1 1 7 7 ..... 0 lClass 0 

 

Table 4. South german credit normalization results 

No. X1 X2 X3 X4 ..... X19 Class 
1 0.0 0.205 1.0 0.2 ..... 1.0 lClass 0 
2 0.0 0.073 1.0 0.0 ..... 1.0 lClass 0 
3 0.333 0.117 0.5 0.9 ..... 1.0 lClass 1 
4 0.0 0.117 1.0 0.0 ..... 0.0 lClass 0 
5 0.0 0.117 1.0 0.0 ..... 0.0 lClass 1 
6 0.0 0.088 1.0 0.0 ..... 0.0 lClass 1 
7 0.0 0.058 1.0 0.0 ..... 0.0 lClass 1 
8 0.0 0.029 1.0 0.0 ..... 0.0 lClass 0 
9 1.0 0.205 1.0 0.3 ..... 1.0 lClass 1 
10 0.333 0.294 0.5 0.3 ..... 1.0 lClass 1 
11 0.0 0.102 1.0 0.0 ..... 1.0 lClass 0 
12 0.0 0.382 1.0 0.1 ..... 1.0 lClass 0 
13 0.0 0.029 1.0 0.3 ..... 1.0 lClass 1 
14 0.333 0.647 0.75 1.0 ..... 1.0 lClass 1 



 

 
 
 
 

15 0.0 0.205 0.5 0.3 ..... 1.0 lClass 0 
16 0.0 0.029 0.5 0.3 ..... 1.0 lClass 0 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 

⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 

⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 

⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 

⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 

⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 

⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 

⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 
⋮ 

999 1 1 39 36 ..... 1 lClass 1 
1000 1 1 7 7 ..... 0 lClass 0 

The data that has been obtained must be processed first before creating a model. Initialization 
of data is ldone lusing stratified sampling. lData lsampling lis lcarried lout anonymously lfrom lthe 
lpopulation lby lconsidering lthe lratio lof ldata ldistribution lto lcreate la new ldata lcollection lwith 
ldimension lsampling ldetermined lusing lthe lslovin lformula land l90% significance llimit lsymbol 
lwith lformula las lfollows: 

𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 =
583

1 + 583 ∗ 0.11 = 85 

The lsample lsize lin lthe lDiabetic lRetinopathy lDebrecen lDataset lwas ldetermined lusing lthe 
lslovin llformula lwith lthe lfollowing lcalculations: 

𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 =
1.151

1 + 1.151 ∗ 0.11 = 92 

From l92 lsamples ltaken lin lthe lDiabetic lRetinopathy lDebrecen lDatasetl, lallocate 
proportionally lfrom leach lattribute lclass lin lthe lDiabetic lRetinopathy lDebrecen lDataset lso 
that lthe lsamples ltaken lreflect lthe population. ll lCalculation lof lsample lallocation las lfollows: 

𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒	(𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠	0) =
540
1.151 × 92 = 43 

𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒	(𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠	1) =
611
1.151 × 92 = 49 

The sample size in the South German Credit Dataset is determined using the slovin formula with 
the following calculation: 

𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 =
1.000

1 + 1.000 ∗ 0.11 = 91 

From the 92 samples taken in the South German Credit Dataset, allocate proportionally from 
each attribute class in the South German Credit Dataset so that the sample taken reflects the 
population. Calculation of sample allocation as follows: 



 

 
 
 
 

𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒	(𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑑) =
700
1.000 × 91 = 64 

𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒	(𝐵𝑎𝑑) =
300
1.000 × 91 = 27 

3.2 Model Experimentation and Testing 
After getting a new dataset with a small size (sampling), then test by selecting the best attributes 
and removing those that have no effect. To select the best attribute with Forward Selection. Test 
each attribute individually by building a model, then test the model to see how accurate the 
results are. Select attributes with the highest precision. If the tested properties do not 
significantly improve accuracy, the process continues and stops. Experiments and tests on this 
study using RapidMiner Studio. 

Fig. 2 contains an assessment of the attributes of each dataset tested which is then shown in 
Table 5. 

 
Fig. 2. Selection testing scheme forward selection feature 

Table 5. Results of attribute reduction with forward selection on diabetic retinopathy debrecen dataset 

No Attribute Weight 

1 lAttributes l0 0 
2 lAttributes l1 0 
3 lAttributes l2 0 
4 lAttributes l3 0 
5 lAttributes l4 0 
6 lAttributes l5 0 
7 lAttributes l6 1 
8 lAttributes l7 0 
9 lAttributes l8 0 
10 lAttributes l9 0 
11 lAttributes l10 1 



 

 
 
 
 

12 lAttributes l11 0 
13 lAttributes l12 0 
14 lAttributes l13 0 
15 lAttributes l14 0 
16 lAttributes l15 0 
17 lAttributes l16 0 
18 lAttributes l17 0 
19 lAttributes l18 0 

 

Table 6. Results of attribute reduction with forward selection on diabetic retinopathy debrecen dataset 

No Attribute Weight 

l1l lStatus 1 
l2l lDuration 1 
l3l lCredit lHistory 1 
l4l lPurposel 0 
l5l lAmount 0 
l6l lSavingsl 0 
l7l lEmployment lDurationl 0 
l8l lInstallment lRatel 0 
l9l lPersonal lStatus lSex 0 
l10l lOther lDebtorsl 0 
l11l lPresent lResidencel 0 
l12l lPropertyl 0 
l13l lAgel 0 
l14l lOther lInstallment lPlantsl 0 
l15l lHousingl 0 
l16l lNumber lCreditsl 0 
l17l lJobl 0 
l18l lPeople lLiablel 0 
l19l lTelephonel 0 
l20l lForeign lWorkerl 0 

Based on Table 5 and Table 6, the attribute that has the weight 1 is the best attribute and selected 
for created model. While the attribute with l0 weight is the attribute does not have the influence 
of and lwill lremoved so that produces a (new) dataset whose number of attributes less. After 
ltesting lis ldone, lthen lenter lthe lmodeling lstage lby lcreating la ldecision ltree las lin Fig. 3: 



 

 
 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 3. Classification model test scheme 

The lprocess lin lFig. l3 lproduces lthe lpattern ldescribed lin lFig. l4: 

 
Fig. 4. Classification model accuracy testing scheme 

A. Evaluation of Testing and Validation of Results 
The ltest lwas lcarried lout lwith lthe lhelp lof lusing lRapidMiner lStudio lsoftware lbased lon 
Decision lTree lC4.5 lwithout lreduction lof lTree 4.5 lattributes land lDecision lTree lC4.5 lwith 
attributes lof lForward lSelection lreduction lresultsl. lThen lthe lclassification levaluation lis 
calculated lbased lon lthe lConfusion lMatrix lwith lthe lresults lcan lbe lseen lin lTable l7. 

  



 

 
 
 
 

Table 7. Evaluation of classification results 

Data Set 
Accuracy Comparison (%) Accuracy 

Difference 
(%) C4.5 C4.5 + Forward 

Selection 
lDiabetic lRetinopathy lDebrecen 
lSouth lGerman lCredit 
lAverage 

l53.09l 
l70.00l 
l61.54l 

l55.00l 
l83.44l 
l69.22l 

l1.91l 
l13.44l 
l7.68l 

Based lon lthe lresults lin lTable 6, lthe laccuracy lof lDecision lTree lC4.5 l+ lStratified Sampling 
l+ lForward lSelection lwas lcompared lwith lDecision lTree lC4.5 lwithout loptimization described 
lin lthe lfollowing lFig. l5: 

 
Fig. 5. Classification model test scheme 

Based lon l5 lFigure lDecision lTree lC4.5 l+ lStratified lSampling l+ lForward lSelection lwas able 
lto lincrease laccuracy lby l7.68% lwhen lcompared to lDecision llTree lC4.5 lNo loptimization in 
ldata lclassification. 

 
4. Conclusion 
 
Based on the test results show that the proposed method is able to improve the accuracy of 
classification on Decision Tree C4.5 by reducing attributes using Forward Selection. Therefore, 
forward selection is considered an effective technique in reducing attributes and improving 
classification accuracy in Decision Tree C4.5. The increase in accuracy obtained in Debrecen 
Diabetic Retinopathy was 1.91%, while the increase in accuracy obtained in South German 
Credit was 13.44%. The average result of increasing accuracy in all data sets was 7.68%. The 
average accuracy rate on Decision Tree C4.5 + Forward Selection is 69.22% and higher than 
the average accuracy value on Decision Tree C4.5 which obtained an average accuracy of 
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61.54%. The results obtained after attribute reduction in Decision Tree C4.5 with Forward 
Selection are much more accurate than Decision Tree C4.5 natively. 
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